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I am writing unexpectedly from my brother’s house in Bridport, Dorset, UK. Murray (69) 
has had prostate cancer for 5 years but recently the cancer spread into his lungs and liver 
and his condition has deteriorated rapidly in recent weeks. I arrived on 31st and leave on 14th 
returning to Sapporo on 15th Feb. Murray is thankfully without pain, though at times very uncomfortable. He sleeps 
most of the time and conversation is too much of an effort. He has opted to die at home so there are practical things I 
can do to help my sister in law Judith especially when my niece Catherine is away some days at uni.  Nephew James 
is between jobs as a dentist and is also here much of the time, while other friends and family visit periodically so the 
house is busy. None of Murray’s family are Christians. I pray silently as I can and trust God for courage and wisdom to 
speak or pray aloud if the opportunity arises. My body clock has been protesting vociferously at the treatment I have 
been giving it the past week but is beginning to settle. 7th-9th I hope to have a 2 night break with prayer partners in 
Wiltshire which will be a great help. Ex 33:14 has been my great comfort - "My Presence will go with you, and I will 
give you rest." And the challenge of some words by FB Meyer: ‘our duty ….. is to wrap around our souls the presence 
of the Lord.’  
 
January was a stressful month. Mrs GF’s trials have been ongoing and she is emotionally exhausted on top of having 
to move very suddenly. OMF Chris Pain is due to go and see the film ‘Silence’ with Mr GF on Feb 10th. Pray the 2 men 
will bond, have great discussion and that Mr GF will want to know more about the new found faith that is sustaining 
his wife. In the middle of writing this, I got the exciting news that daughter GF (14) is joining a baptism class for 
teenagers that Pastor Matsumoto is starting next Sunday!   
 
As you know, I have spent many hours over the past year with troubled Mrs Kazuko Nakano either on the phone or in 
person. It is hard to discern sometimes from her texts or e mails whether I need to respond immediately, later or not 
at all. Sometimes I need to be firm in dealing with her demands but at the same time when she is emotionally in a 
good place she is very eager to study the Bible and has been growing in her understanding and I believe faith in God. 
Recently she started praying aloud with me. Then 3 weeks ago, she suddenly deleted my number from her mobile 
phone book and told others she would no longer come to church. I continued to send text messages. A week later, I 
got a response. ‘Please phone me.’  I did and heard the following. ‘I told mypsychiatrist about you and the church 
yesterday. He said ‘You need the church and this foreigner!’ So I want to meet you for Bible study again.’  It is unlikely 
this doctor is a Christian. A great outcome but I don’t find it easy to keep on loving and being patient! I am increasing 
linking my contacts outside church with Japanese Christians but in Kazuko’s case this is too stressful for church ladies.   
 
I met with the Yamaguchi twins for the first time in 4 months at the end of January at their initiative. Yuriko, who is the 
slightly bolder of the 2, prayed aloud without preparing a written prayer in advance for the first time. Small signs of 
growth but they were unable to articulate what God had been teaching them over the past few months and have not 
returned to church service yet. Mayuko is still not physically well – the severe cold makes her cough when she goes 
out. It is looking a little less likely they will be baptised this year unless physical, emotional and spiritual health pick up.  
 
1. Pray on for Mrs KM to tell her husband she wants to be baptised; for Mrs Tsujita (80) in Noah Garden (recently she 

read a book by a former Japanese Buddhist priest now a Christian pastor); for the young Mum who came to church 
for the first time at Christmas and her follow up by others; for a number of people showing interest in Bible study 
with the pastor or others in the church; that my contacts will get increasingly linked to other Christians as well as 
meet with the Lord Jesus.  

2. There is still no one in OMF to take over from me on the Hokkaido Gospel Broadcast Ministry. I have written my 
last English newsletter and will step down from the board at the end of March.  

With love and thanks for your prayers, from Miriam 
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